other iu a way which \\iii redound to thr Mr.riily inrr^rd mut^'ii
confidence of both. It seems to mr that my chief problem will hr
in explaining your country to mine. You Japanw havr hem study-
ing us assiduously for yean;, whereas we as a nation have much to
learn of your manners, customs, history, and raan'ril^usly df vrloprii
culture. The fact that you use our language is wily unc proof of
this.
As for the American people, if I were asked what is the *ufojert
in world affairs which interests and concerns them most today—
the subject to which in the past fifteen years they have given inn?t
thought and most discussion—I would unhesitatingly say tho efforts
of the nations to build up a durable structure of international peace.
The interest in this subject is not confined to the so-celled intellectual
classes—the church, the universities, the various societies of men
and women which aim to educate and to form public opinion,
although these organizations wield great influence; this interest
extends from the highest official to the lowest labourer in the land ;
it is universal and fundamental, and while the memory of the dark
days of 1914, to 1918 may gradually, with time, become less acute,
the experiences of those years have instilled into the people of the
United States, as well as into the people of other nations who have
shared the same grim experiences, a will to solidify, both in spirit
and in fact, that structure of international peace which neither time
nor circumstances can ever destroy.
As for the world situation at large, its seriousness cannot be denied.
All countries, including Turkey, from which I have just come, and
the United States, are feeling the stresses and strains of the economic
depression. Countries are made up of individuals, and it is always
possible that countries, as people, may react differently under condi-
tions of stress than they would react under normal conditions. This
infuses an added element of uncertainty and one for which allowance
must be made. But I am not an alarmist. There are far too many
of them in the world to-day. I am an optimist both by nature and
conviction and I firmly believe in the ability and the intelligence of
man to overcome and master the difficulties which are now besetting
the world, of which Japan, and my country too, are shouldering their
heavy share. *
Calmness, serenity, and philosophy, essentially Oriental virtues,
are particularly needed while our problems are being solved* This
takes time. No country can expect to regain prosperity overnight.
We are all more or less in the same boat and we know that we are
so interdependent that what happens in one country intimately
affects its neighbours. After all, we are all imprisoned, as it were,
on this tiny planet floating ia a space filled with stellar bodies much
larger than our little earth We can't get away from it »o we might
just as well leant to get along together as well at we can.
Thk is only doc of the many reasons wfcy the United State* ha*
* very real interest in Japan and is anxioiw to see fatt succeed in

